The 711th Human Performance Wing at the Air Force Research Laboratory seeks applicants for the 2020 Repperger Research Intern Program. Applications are due on 31 January 2020 at 8am Eastern Time.

**Repperger Research Intern Program**
The Repperger Research Intern Program is a 10-week educational experience, providing research opportunities for students at one of two Air Force research facilities under the mentorship of an Air Force scientist. This program posthumously honors Dr. Daniel W. Repperger, who mentored many young people during his 35 year research career with the Air Force Research Laboratory. Scientists have been hand selected to mentor, because of their technical knowledge, experience, and willingness to help science and engineering students enhance their learning through participation in an actual Air Force research project. The available research opportunities span nearly all STEM fields, from Biology, Mathematics, Computer Science, Cognitive Science, Kinesiology, Physics and many more areas of study. Along with gaining first-hand research experience, students will learn the inner workings of an operational laboratory and develop contacts and friendships that will last a lifetime.

For detailed program information, including eligibility and application requirements, please visit [https://orise.orau.gov/afrl/repperger-research.html](https://orise.orau.gov/afrl/repperger-research.html). With apologies to our foreign colleagues, the Repperger Research Intern Program is available to US Citizens only.